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Author’s note
This adventure takes place in the me line of Andrew Keeton— CIA’s Agent Orange—between the
narra ves in the novels, Agent Orange and The Schoolboy, in early 1965.  Keeton, worn and embi ered
by his recent mission, has been temporarily re-assigned and sent to Southeast Asia under a new cover
as his Cavalry boss tries to sort out the possibility of Soviet sleeper agents embedded within western
intelligence circles.   The work of the Cavalry—saving civilians caught up in Cold War intrigue—must go
on.  And so must Keeton…

To follow my other books and stories, please visit my web site regularly.
www.stephenlangfordbooks.com
If you are already signed up for my newsle er, I look forward to keeping you informed and entertained.
I sincerely thank you for your interest and patronage.
And now, The Jungle of Death…

***

From his vantage point inside the cramped cockpit of the experimental airplane, Andrew Keeton mused
that he had never seen such a dense, intensely green forest.  Although he could discern the texture of
leaves and branches sliding by closely underneath him, the effect of an enormous verdant carpet—ever
mysterious and peaceful—persisted.  Of course, this was an illusion.  They were actually flying over a
quiet few square miles of jungle in an otherwise brutally contested region of Southeast Asia.  Most
westerners s ll could not find it on the paper globe at their local library.  

The pilot called to him over the headset:  “One minute to the LZ.”

The pilot’s name was Bao Hong, a Chinese-American who was known in official Cavalry communica ons
as Green, the code name of the agent who ran CIA rescue opera ons in Asia.  Keeton was Agent
Orange, and normally would have been given a mission in Eastern Europe.  This was an excep onal
assignment that fit Keeton’s excep onal circumstances.

“Roger,” Keeton answered quietly.  He was seated in tandem behind Bao and his knees touched the seat
in front of him.  If he looked over Bao’s shoulder he could see the bank of dials and switches that
controlled the func ons of the plane.  Keeton had a metal case stowed snugly next to his seat with all of
the equipment he would need.  “What should we expect for AA?”

“Mostly small arms that’ll begin once we cross the river,” Bao said as he banked the plane toward the
designated landing zone and the Viet Cong camp where their target was being held.  “The shit of it is,
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designated landing zone and the Viet Cong camp where their target was being held.  “The shit of it is,

ge ng shot at is part of the plan.  Think that was the Director’s doing?”

Keeton smiled.  “Not sure.  But I do know he’d be here in this seat if he could.  He’s a tough enough
bastard.”  Both of them understood the danger that was a natural part of their jobs, a world their boss
had emerged from in the seminal days of the CIA.  Earlier in the week reconnaissance flights had begun
tes ng enemy defenses along the river as a precursor to their mission.  One of those planes had been
shot down, the CIA pilot presumably killed in ac on.

“I heard a story about you,” Bao said.  “That the sleeper situa on in your zone is so bad you had to
disappear for a while to convince the KGB that you were really dead this me.”

“Yeah, it’s pre y crazy back there,” Keeton answered.  “We’ve got a lot to sort out, and part of that is
keeping me dead and my iden ty secret.  So what do they do?  Send me on a paramilitary mission
disguised as Cavalry business so that half a dozen embedded case officers and a few dozen soldiers see
me walking around alive.  Very subtle.  No offense, but this was not the vaca on I was promised.”

“No offense taken, I’m glad to have you here,” Bao said happily.  “I assume that means your real name is
toast, too.”

“That’s what I’m told.  Maybe in ten or twenty years no one will give a damn about it.  By that me I’ll
be either re red or—” 

“Stand by,” Bao called as the river formed in front of them amid the thick jungle.  As he had predicted
tracers reached up for them from posts along the shore.  The single rear-mounted engine was protected
by a bit of thin armor, as was the plane’s keel-shaped bo om, but that precau on was meager solace as
the rounds flew by them.

The plane was a complete one-of-a-kind constructed specifically for this mission.  The gadget boys had
eagerly pulled a lot of old sketches from their desk drawers when they were told what was needed.  It
had been designed and built in less than a month and tested all of three mes, the last round by Bao
and Keeton.  It was a sea plane with no landing gear, but due to its one major unique feature it was
finally dubbed the Dolphin.  One waggish engineer had confidently proclaimed that it should be called
the U-plane, only to be shouted down in a barrage of pencils and wadded paper.  The famous U2
“Dragon Lady” spy plane had already secured its place in avia on history and popular nomenclature.  It
was doub ul the Dolphin would ever be in the newspapers.

The first rounds from the ground having been expended, Bao turned the plane around for the second,
cri cal pass.  “Here we go,” he told Keeton.  A er flying through the inverted rain of tracer bullets, a few
of which pinged against the armor, Bao pulled a lever near the console which released a flu ering
assortment of debris from a small compartment under the engine and which ac vated a smoke stream
that poured from the cowling.  A moment later he cut the engine back to idle and flared the Dolphin
toward a carefully chosen length of the river.  The nose of the plane dipped toward the water and Bao
steered it down into an inten onal dead-s ck landing.  Keeton involuntarily braced his hands against
the acrylic canopy as Bao inten onally twisted the descending aircra  back and forth, feigning injury
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the acrylic canopy as Bao inten onally twisted the descending aircra  back and forth, feigning injury

like a killdeer.  They both nervously hoped the ruse had worked, and that the VC troops were
celebra ng another hit on an American plane.

Bao was an excellent pilot, and once the keel bounced twice on the surface of the water the rest of the
landing was smooth.  They were going upstream so the natural brake of the river quickly slowed them
to a complete stop.  They then began to dri  backward.  Bao flipped a switch to release the forty pound
anchor from an a  compartment and once it snagged the river bo om the plane turned to face
downstream, but sta onary.  By design the waterline was just above the seam where the hinged canopy
mated with the fuselage.  They both checked to make sure the handles that sealed the canopy were
closed ght—they were—and then began ac va ng the feature of the Dolphin that the gadget boys
called “the magic.”  It was submersible.

“Sealing the motor,” Bao said, toggling a switch that closed the air inlets and exhaust ports of the
engine.  Five indicator bu ons flipped from red to green as the opera on was completed.  “Opening
ballasts.  Need a me check, thirty seconds.  Mark!”  He then li ed a lever on each side of his seat and
the plugs to the ballast tanks built into the keel opened.  

Keeton used his watch to count down by tens, then ones, as water filled the tanks and they began to
sink.  The muddy, murky water crept up the canopy, then covered it completely as the cockpit darkened.
Dim lights, fed by the on-board ba ery system, illuminated the controls.  “…three, two, one, mark!  How
are we looking?”

A small sonar screen showed the distance from the keel to the river bo om.  “We’re se ling in about
four feet to go,” Bao said.  “I didn’t see any troops on the shore as we landed.  If there were any, it
should look like we crash landed and sank. Re-breather pumps are on, so hopefully I won’t suffocate
while you’re gone.”

“I’d hate it if you did.  OK, I’m going out.”  Keeton folded his seat and slid it back into a recess behind
him.  Between his feet was a hatch.  “The road comes out about fi y yards downstream, and it’s a half
mile to the camp.  Round trip is one-zero-zero minutes, right?”

“As long as it takes, don’t rush it,” Bao warned, turning his head back to look Keeton in the eye.

“Listen,” Keeton said gravely.  “We’ve been through this.  If you don’t hear the beacon within eight-zero
minutes, surface the plane.  At one-zero-zero minutes you take off without us, and call in SAWBLADE.
Got it?”

“You’re a guest here, Agent Orange,” Bao answered with mixture of camaraderie and gravity.  “I hope
your status back home will be cleared up soon enough, but un l then I’ll decide when to call the
missions here.”

Keeton gave up and opened the hatch.  Dark water bubbled up into the plane and trickled into the
drainage wells un l it reached equilibrium.  Then he donned a diving mask and bit into the scuba
mouthpiece.  Air was supplied by a small tank slung across his body by a cloth strap.  He li ed himself
over the hatch, gave Bao a nod, and dropped into the water.  The last item he grabbed before
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over the hatch, gave Bao a nod, and dropped into the water.  The last item he grabbed before
descending completely through was the gunmetal case.  The last thing he heard was Bao calling, “Luck.”

The river was at its deepest and slowest point at the LZ.  Keeton was in near darkness and felt his way
toward the shore:  first the taut metal cable that held them in place with the anchor, then under the
starboard wing and to its edge, where he held onto the nacelle a ached at the wing p.  Designed to
look like a fuel tank, it was in fact a solid detachable weight that, along with its twin on the port wing,
would be mechanically je soned when it was me to surface.  He checked the illuminated compass on
his wrist and then pushed off the nacelle toward the shore, holding ght to the case’s handle.

With the help of the miniature swimming flippers a ached to his feet he figured that he could make it
to the shore before the current carried him more than twenty yards.  It took a mere fi een seconds
before he began to feel the so  river bank rising up to him.  For the last ten feet he more crawled than
swam to the bank, finally surfacing head first, slowly.  The diving suit was designed from a dark polymer
that would shed water quickly once he was on land, and from then on be virtually silent and invisible in
the impending dusk.  Beneath the hood stretched over his head only his face was exposed and a
thorough scrubbing with waterproof blackener had completed his stealthy profile.  The smear also
contained a chemical to repel the rampant a ack of mosquitoes known to the region.

Keeton made it up the bank near a covering copse of bushes and discarded the mask, air tank, and
flippers.  He then opened the case to prepare his gear.  The items were arranged neatly within cutouts
in the foam filling:  passive low-light binoculars, several tubes containing nerve agent darts that he fit
onto his belt, a small explosive disk, and an electronic radio transmi er that, if all went well, he would
use to signal Bao.  Finally, he took out the High Standard HDM suppressed pistol and slid it into the
holster at his hip.

Discreetly he stood above the tall grass on the bank and brought the binoculars up, scanning the
surrounding jungle through an enhanced green field of vision.  He kept at this for two full minutes, to
ensure there was no discernible movement nearby.  Once sa sfied that he was s ll alone, he put away
the binoculars into the rigid holster opposite the pistol and started out toward the dirt road that led to
the VC camp, where the man he had been sent to rescue was being held.

It took Keeton nearly forty minutes to traverse the half-mile road to the camp.  Even in the darkness of
the jungle’s cover he kept as low a profile as possible and stopped frequently to scan ahead with the
low-light binoculars.  So far the mission had been surprisingly easy— at the very least they had expected
a VC patrol to come looking for wreckage.  He also thought he might encounter guards or patrols in the
jungle surrounding the road.  So far, nothing.  Finally he began to discern bits of light ahead, the
indica on that the camp was near.  Forty yards ahead he spo ed a soldier standing next to a jeep
parked at the camp’s entrance; thirty yards beyond that was the first of several huts.  From satellite
photos he knew the camp was effec vely defined by the large oval boundary of cleared jungle.

Keeton made his approach by stepping through the jungle a few feet from the edge of the road.  It was
slow going since Bao had told him to keep careful watch for various traps, including trip wires to
explosive charges.  Occasionally he would stop and push his head out with the binoculars just enough to
check on the soldier, whom he watched in various poses of tedium:  rifle slung backward over this
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check on the soldier, whom he watched in various poses of tedium:  rifle slung backward over this
shoulder, once leaning casually against the jeep, twice smoking as he faced away from the jungle, and
once digging into his pocket to extract a snack of s cky rice wrapped up in big green leaves.  By the me
he was within twenty feet of the soldier Keeton had decided to take him out with the HDM, which
could be done at this distance as long as he got on with it before total dark set in.

He drew the HDM from the holster and began sigh ng the target when a mo on beyond the jeep
caught his eye.  Two VC were dragging a half naked brown man through the camp.  A few moments
later they had passed from his line of sight and he resumed.  The soldier before him was young, early
twen es Keeton thought, with unkempt hair and a gaunt body that was enveloped in a seemingly
makeshi  uniform.  As he lit his third cigare e from the bu  of his second he was completely sta onary.
Keeton pulled the trigger.  The twenty-two caliber bullet drove itself into the soldier’s temple, and he
collapsed to the ground with the jeep between him and the remainder of the camp, his face poin ng
back at Keeton.  The nearly spent cigare e bu  hit the ground a moment later and rolled away.  His
eyes remained open.

Keeton thought that if the man had had a girlfriend, he would never marry; if he had been married, he
would never have a child; if he had had children, they would never again see their father.

“Poor bastard.  Would you rather it be you?” Director Morrison had chided more than once when they
were reflec ng on the nature of their profession and of the Cavalry’s charter.  “No, I would not,” Keeton
had answered bi erly.  S ll, the soldier stared up at him.

He carefully dragged the body into the jungle, then returned to the cover provided by the jeep.  The
keys were pushed into the igni on.

The camp was comprised of a dozen or so huts around a nominal center dominated by a fire pit.  The
sat photos also had showed that another mile away the jungle was being cleared by the VC for an
airstrip; this presumably explained the lack of hive-like ac vity he had expected.  The troops were the
labor for the airstrip, but they would return en masse at sundown.  To his le  he noted that the third
hut down the line had a guard sta oned outside.  That would be the loca on of the ECP, the so-called
“extra-curricular personnel,” a Bri sh-American reporter named Gille e.  Gille e had been captured a
month earlier and would by this me have been treated brutally for informa on, and then turned into a
propaganda tool.  According to an informant embedded somewhere in this VC group Gille e was to be
transferred up to Hanoi.  Gille e was known to have seen significant ac on in Europe two decades
earlier while a ached to various SAS missions, where he had been injured by a German mortar a ack.
So the man had a thick skin.  Keeton also knew that at the hands of the Viet Cong Gille e would have
experienced new twists on the age-old prac ce of interroga on, the kind that could be thick skin-proof.

In order to reach Gille e Keeton would leapfrog behind the huts when the coast was clear and then
improvise when he got to the guard.  There was a be er than even chance another guard was sta oned
inside the hut—or perhaps an interrogator, or both.  He checked his watch to find that nearly an hour
had already elapsed since he le  Bao and the Dolphin.  In twenty minutes Bao would surface the plane,
and then twenty minutes a er that would take off without them and ac vate the asset named
SAWBLADE.  
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I sure as hell don’t want to be in the camp when that happens, Keeton thought grimly.

The longest uncovered stretch would be the ini al ninety feet or so to the first hut—too risky to be out
in the open for the me it would take him to sprint.  He waited nervously for ten minutes un l night had
finally enveloped the camp.  Taking slow and deliberate steps, he made it behind the first hut in less
than five minutes.  From there he only needed to bridge the twenty feet that separated the buildings,
and he had the black polymer suit and the dark jungle backdrop.  He used the binoculars to watch two
soldiers preparing the fire pit, and then made his way to the second hut.  His watch showed that he had
been out of the Dolphin for eighty minutes.  Bao should now be surfacing the plane.  Time was running
out.

You’re the one who insisted on following the plan, Einstein.

Keeton peered around the corner and spo ed a large metal drum alongside the third hut, where
Gille e was likely located.  The men tending the fire pit were walking away so he dashed across to take
up a posi on behind the drum.  The fire would soon diminish his advantage.  He drew the HDM.  Just as
his three-count ended he was stopped by the sound of running footsteps.  A young soldier carrying a
lantern approached the hut and gave the door a coded knock:  two quick, one long.  The door opened
and Keeton heard a brief exchange in Vietnamese.  The next thing he saw from behind the drum was
the soldier with the lantern escor ng a VC officer to the other side of the camp, to the largest of the
thatched buildings.  If Keeton was right about the loca on of Gille e then the officer must have been
overseeing the interroga on inside.  There was reportedly a colonel in charge here.  He counted again
from three and ducked around to the door, giving it the same sequence of knocks.

The door had a li le window from which a dim flickering light shone.  He heard the movement of
someone inside approaching.  As soon as the window darkened he yanked the door open.  A VC soldier
stood within a foot of him, palm extended.  The soldier’s mouth gaped briefly before the HDM was fired
point-blank against his forehead.  He fell backward to the ground inside.  Keeton stepped in and
scanned the room.  Gille e was ed to a chair, naked except for crude underpants, his ribs pushing
acutely against the skin of his torso.  A single lantern had been lit and hung on one side of the room.  A
second VC soldier had been turned away tending to a table with various bo les si ng on it.  The muted
sound of the gun, the shu ng of the spring loaded door, and the thudding sound of the first soldier’s
body all caused him to straighten up quickly and spin his head in Keeton’s direc on.  Keeton pulled the
HDM trigger four mes in quick succession, hi ng the soldier in his forehead and temple once each,
and through his neck twice.  Without u ering a sound the soldier fell against the table, upending it and
causing a loud cla er of wood and glass.  Keeton turned the lantern down to avoid any addi onal
a en on.

Gille e was numb and spent from the ac ons of his captors.  His unkempt hair fell over the heavily
bruised face, but even within the swollen flesh the eyes widened percep bly as the dark figure
dispatched the two soldiers.  His mouth opened reflexively to u er something—a cry of triumph or of
terror—when Keeton clapped his hand across it and bent toward him.

“No sound.  I’m an American.  Gille e, I’m here to get you out and back home.  But the only way either
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“No sound.  I’m an American.  Gille e, I’m here to get you out and back home.  But the only way either
of us escapes alive, is if you’re perfectly quiet and do everything I say, exactly the way I say to.  Got it?
Gille e?”

The man’s eyes con nued to roll.  He was already likely in shock before Keeton’s arrival.  Now he began
fidge ng and straining against the rope which bound him to the chair.

“Listen,” Keeton hissed so ly.  “I’m an American.  Irene wants you home.  I’m here to take you back to
her.  She said she wants her Tornado back.”  This was the pet name the intel report said Gille e’s wife
had for him, supposedly because of his penchant for packing up quickly when he smelled a story to
chase.  It made no difference that Keeton had never actually spoken to Irene.  Gille e’s eyes so ened
and Keeton relaxed his grip.

“You’re American?” Gille e’s voice barely escaped his parched and torn lips.  Too many mes he had
u ered the wrong thing and had been punished.  His torso, arms and legs were covered in contusions,
cuts and burn marks.  The hissing fumes from the overturned bo les told Keeton that the VC had used
acid.  Despite his an cipa on of such measures Keeton’s mind flashed with invec ve oaths and slurs
about the Viet Cong.  He shook those thoughts away and formulated their escape plan, which began by
cu ng Gille e from the chair.

The walls of the hut were generally dilapidated, indica ng that the camp had been in place for quite
some me.  Keeton went to the back wall and began kicking a hole to the outside, near the ground.
They likely had li le me before a soldier or the colonel returned.  Keeton peered through the window
to check their situa on.  The fire in the pit was now blazing.  Curiously, the colonel was marching from
the large hut followed by a line of half-naked prisoners ed together.  Soldiers were returning from their
work at the future airstrip—he es mated fi y of them so far.  He helped Gille e to his feet and led him
to the back wall.

“Can you crawl through?” Keeton asked, poin ng to the hole.  Gille e nodded and got down on hands
and knees and worked forward slowly, painfully.  From a nearby cot Keeton pulled the blanket that the
soldiers had slept under while Gille e was tortured, then followed him outside.

“Okay, listen,” Keeton said in a low voice.  He put the blanket over Gille e’s head like a hood and
wrapped the remainder around his shoulders.  “We have to hustle to make it out of here.  You’re going
to have to concentrate through the pain.  Think of ge ng home.”

Gille e gained strength from this and nodded vigorously.  He would have nightmares for the rest of his
life but for the moment shades of the intrepid correspondent reemerged.  Keeton took him under the
elbow and led him to the corner of the hut, then peered around past the drum.

The soldiers were gathered around the prisoners and the colonel, cheering.  Young boys were handing
out s cky rice meals.  The colonel was hos ng some kind of contest where two prisoners were both
holding up a dirt-loaded metal bucket in each hand, arms extending out to make a cross.  Keeton could
see the strain on both their faces.  One of the prisoners finally succumbed to the weights and dropped
his arms.  The colonel li ed a pistol and shot the loser of the game through the head.  The winner
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his arms.  The colonel li ed a pistol and shot the loser of the game through the head.  The winner

dropped his buckets to the ground and was roughly thrown aside, and the dead body was dragged off.
A new pair of men was thrust in front of the colonel and forced to hold up the buckets.  Although
Keeton had witnessed brutal killing in his professional life the barbarism of the camp sickened him.

“Let’s go, now,” he told Gille e, and pulled him across the gap to the next hut.  Another gunshot rang
out as they made it to the other side.  Keeton checked ahead and they hurried to first hut.  Gille e
collapsed from the intense exer on and had to wait an interminable two minutes to get back to his feet.
Keeton led him to the next corner and peered around it.  Not three feet away he saw the telltale light of
a match on a cigare e.  It was a soldier taking a smoke break instead of partaking of the violent game.
Fortunately the cackling of the onlookers at the fire pit had covered the noise he and Gille e had made.
Keeton felt along his belt un l he located the nerve dart that was pped with a lethal compound.  He
pulled the dart out and removed the protec ve cover from the needle and discarded it.  When he
glanced around the corner again the smoker was meandering toward the front of the hut, drawn by the
jeering.  Keeton covered the separa on in three big steps and cupped his hand around the smoker’s
mouth, feeling the p of the cigare e burn his palm, and then plunged the dart into the skinny neck.
The smoker was surprised into inac on, and five seconds later his muscles were paralyzed.  He would
be dead in a few moments, as his heart stopped.  It had been Bao that had vetoed the use of
tranquilizers on this mission.  At the moment Keeton was content with that decision.

He retrieved the waning reporter and they skirted the edge of the jungle un l finally they were si ng
on the ground behind the jeep.  His watch showed that nearly one hundred minutes had elapsed.  The
only way to get back to the river in me was to escape in the noisy vehicle, but it would draw VC
a en on and pursuit.  Keeton pulled the small transmi er from his belt and toggled the switch that
sent a radio burst to the Dolphin.  At least Bao would know they were on their way.

Keeton peeked his head around the rear of the jeep and drew a sharp breath.  The pair of contestants
now included a white man, taller than all the other prisoners.  He knew the CIA pilot that was presumed
killed in ac on earlier in the week was tall, at least six-four.  No other western prisoners were reported
in this area.  It had to be him.  Now the pilot—Keeton remembered his name was Gibson—li ed up the
two weighted metal buckets next to his opponent as the colonel and the crowd of soldiers roared them
on.

Keeton was transfixed and uncertain of his next move.  Gibson held the buckets steady even as the
smaller Vietnamese prisoner began to grimace, then began yelling something for mo va on.  Fi een
seconds later the brown man dropped his arms and was shot dead.  Gibson lowered his arms and nearly
collapsed.  Keeton relaxed briefly but then the colonel ordered Gibson to face another opponent.
Keeton’s hand slipped to the HDM.  Should he try shoo ng the colonel from this distance?  Or Gibson?
Neither ac on would save the CIA pilot.  He looked at Gille e and suddenly hated him—it was his
predicament, his weakness, his carelessness that had put them all at the camp.  

Back at the fire, Gibson and yet another smaller man vied in the lethal game.  This me it was an even
contest, and at the last moment the Vietnamese recovered his stamina and Gibson finally gave in with a
defiant look as the colonel fired.  As soon as Gibson’s body hit the dirt another deafening shot rang out
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defiant look as the colonel fired.  As soon as Gibson’s body hit the dirt another deafening shot rang out

next to Keeton.  Gille e had found the dead guard’s rifle in the seat of the jeep and shot the colonel in
the back.  Keeton stood in me to watch the colonel fall on top of Gibson, then he pulled the rifle away
from Gille e and roughly li ed him into the passenger seat.

The motor turned over reluctantly.  The jeep leapt forward under Keeton’s quick clutching and he spun
the wheel and slammed the accelerator.  Soldiers began firing at them amid violent howls.  A VC bullet
tumbled through the wind screen in front of Gille e, two more pinged against the rear bumper and into
the spare re, and several glowing ones screamed by above their heads.  Keeton switched on the
headlamps as the pop of bullets into the surrounding jungle faded.  The ride was bumpy but rela vely
fast, and three minutes later they emerged from the trail facing the river.

The half moon was on the rise.  Keeton spo ed the top of the Dolphin as it bobbed in the current.  The
heavy nacelles had been dropped from the wings and the electric pumps were straining to push water
out of the ballasts.  Bao opened the air inlets and exhaust ports and started the engine.  As soon as the
canopy cleared the water line Bao popped it open and stood up on his seat.   He held an M14 rifle
mounted with an experimental Starlight Scope designed for night me sharpshoo ng.  Keeton drove
the jeep right over the berm near the shore and down into the water, up to the front wheels, then
jumped out and ran around to retrieve Gille e.  The reporter was ac ve again and agitated.

The Starlight was heavy and cumbersome, but effec ve.  Bao scanned for ac vity while Keeton
struggled to get Gille e into the water.  They were arguing.  The first VC to emerge from the trail was on
a bicycle.  Bao aimed slightly ahead of it and fired.  The soldier fell violently off to one side as the
powerful bullet impacted his torso.  A second bike followed, this me with a passenger on the back, and
Bao dispatched them with three shots.

On the shore Keeton was pulling Gille e into the water, but the man was in shock and abhorred the
no on of the dark water.  Keeton gripped Gille e’s neck and pushed into the caro d artery un l the
reporter fell unconscious, then hooked an arm around the chest and began to side-swim out to the
plane.  With concentrated effort driven by danger and adrenalin, it took only forty seconds for them to
make it to the Dolphin.  Bao put the rifle down momentarily and hauled Gille e into the plane,
dumping him unceremoniously into the back seat.  Keeton followed and simply sat down on top of him.
Through the scope Bao saw the fastest of the soldiers on foot at the edge of the jungle tree line.

“Forget them, let’s go!” Keeton yelled.  Bao took a final shot with the M14, then tossed the rifle into the
river and sat down, pulling the canopy down with him.

“You were supposed to be gone,” Keeton called out.

Bao raised his le  arm to show his watch.  “Sorry.  My mission, my clock.  I guess we forgot to
synchronize.  Rolling out!”

He pushed the thro le and the engine rumbled loudly.  He pulled a lever on the floor which released
the anchor, and the Dolphin slid forward under the full power of the engine.

The few other soldiers who had made it close to the shore began firing at the plane pushing toward
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The few other soldiers who had made it close to the shore began firing at the plane pushing toward
takeoff.  Keeton heard the sharp echoes as the plane was hit.  Twice the side of the cockpit was
punctured by a VC bullet, but none of them was hit.  A series of spider webs appeared on the starboard
side of the acrylic canopy, one of them finally giving way.  The shards flew into the cockpit and several
pieces embedded in Keeton’s leg near the knee.  Bao pulled the s ck and the Dolphin li ed up and took
flight, then immediately banked to the le  for the return back to friendly territory.

“Put me on the radio,” Keeton said through teeth gri ng with pain.  He put on the headset that Bao
tossed back and plugged it into the console.

“You okay?” Bao said into his mike.  The plane shook as they hit the breezy thermals.

“I’m fine,” Keeton answered tes ly.  He dialed into the plane’s radio system, which was already tuned to
their naval and ground support at the coast.  “Cu er to Home Plate.  Come in, Home Plate.”

The radio crackled back at him.  “Home Plate here.  Reading you five by five.  Code in and proceed,
Cu er.  Over.”

Keeton hesitated, unexpectedly.  He knew what he was about to do.  He had the op on to ac vate the
asset that was awai ng his orders, or to pass on the opportunity and simply fly back with Gille e—
mission accomplished.  The camp was more than vicious VC officers and unthinking order-takers.  There
were civilians, mostly locals pandering to get by—cooks, laundresses and pros tutes.  There were
children there, too, working for rice or for a few coins to take back to their families.

“Say again, code in and proceed, Cu er.  Over.”

Then he thought of the camp, of Gille e’s condi on and of the acid bo les, of the colonel’s inhumane
game and of the tortured prisoners used as fodder.  And he thought of Jack Gibson, the pilot who
endured the camp and died because his job was to be a decoy for Keeton.

“This is Cu er,” Keeton replied, talking over the sound of the engine and of the air bea ng through the
hole in the canopy.  “Ac vate SAWBLADE.  Repeat, ac vate SAWBLADE.  Authoriza on delta delta
seven.  Over.”

“Roger, Cu er.  Orders confirmed.  ETA eight minutes.  Be er be out of there.”

“We’re clear,” Keeton said.  “Cu er, over and out.”

He shut off the transmi er.  One hundred miles away a flight of F-100 Super Sabre fighters turned and
thro led up to full speed.  Eight minutes later they would use their newly developed ground radar
systems to lock on to the camp and deliver several thousand pounds of Napalm bombs.  No one le  in
or around the camp would survive.

“You hit?” Bao asked again.

“A li le bit of shrapnel, but nothing too bad.”
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“How’s our ECA?”

Keeton strained to look around to Gille e, having forgo en that rendering a man unconscious with a
blood choke should not last long.  He managed to take a quick pulse at Gille e’s wrist.  “He’s alive, but
sleeping.  Could be shock or exhaus on, and I wouldn’t blame him either way.  Just don’t crash this
thing.  I can’t imagine what the Director would say if I died like… well, like this.”  In spite of their
harrowing mission Keeton smiled at the thought of the ignominy of being found in the wreckage seated
atop a naked man.  He laughed a bit and Bao added a crude remark about it, then they se led into
silence for the remainder of the hour long flight back to the base and the li le lake where they would
land the Dolphin.

It suddenly occurred to Keeton that somewhere down in that s nking mess of backward humanity there
was an ally, the informant who had divulged the loca on and ac vity of the camp.  Had he been there
tonight?  Did he know about SAWBLADE or had he blended into the chaos of confused and angry
troops to maintain his cover?  Did Keeton really want to know the answers?

The informant would have known the daily danger he was in of being found out, Keeton reasoned, and
that death was an ever present possibility—just like for the Cavalry’s agents.  The mission is completed
and the target is safe, he thought.  Isn’t that good enough?  Later that evening with Bao at his side
Keeton would be racked by all the ques ons again as they helped one another get drunk.  Someday it
would all have to be reconciled.

With his own adrenalin spent, Keeton relaxed and absorbed the hypno c drone of the plane.  Gille e
would awake in an Army hospital, confused and panicked and wondering if his rescue was real or the
consola on of madness.  But for him, and for Keeton and Bao, anything was be er than being trapped
in that jungle of death.

***

Look for Andrew Keeton’s adventures in the Agent Orange trilogy!
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